
STAYING LONGER IN YOUR HOME 
SARPRA is the state-wide organization that has looked after the interests of residential park (RP) 
residents  since 2007 (www.saresparkresassoc.asn.au).

SARPRA’s guiding Committee recently joined efforts in other states to look into how owner-residents 
might stay longer and happily in well-designed homes for seniors’ needs.  How? Well, a big part of the 
answer lies in the fittings and design of your home. SARPRA’s management Committee has therefore 
designed this questionnaire to get some basic information to help its lobbying efforts toward the best 
possible homes for RP residents in the future.  

We, the SARPRA Executive, ask you to complete the questions and add your comments (no names 
needed, and no answer is wrong).  Then return the form to your SARPRA representative within three 
weeks please. SARPRA’s Committee will then compile the results and plan further discussions. Thank 
you for helping with this important project.

Entering your house
Do you have a deadlock on your front door?  

 Yes     No 
Any Comments? (feel free to add comments after any question)

Is there a handrail at each entry door to the house? 
 Yes     It varies between doors     No handrails at all

How easy is it/might it be to move through your front or back doorways in a wheelchair 
or mobility aid such as a walking frame (wheelie)?  

 Very easy     Easy     Somewhat difficult     Very difficult

How easy would it be for ambulance staff & a gurney to enter and exit your house 
quickly? 

 Very easily     Somewhat easily     Challenging because of narrow pathways 
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Moving around 
How many of your doors (internal and external) have lever type handles, as distinct from 
round knobs?  

 None     A few     Many     All                                                           

How much of your house has foot traffic areas big enough for easy freedom of 
movement? 

 All areas     Most areas     Some areas     A few areas

Can two people pass each other in your hallway/s without touching? 
  Yes     No

Bathroom
How easily could you travel from your bedroom to the entry to the bathroom and toilet 
while using a wheelchair or wheelie? 

 Not very easily     Somewhat easily     Very easily

How accessible (doors and space) might the actual bathroom (incl toilet) be to someone 
in a wheelchair or wheelie? 

 Very     Somewhat     Poor     Don’t know

How do your bathroom and toilet doors open? (circle one) 
Bathroom: inwards outwards slides into the wall cavity 
Toilet:  inwards outwards slides into the wall cavity

If you needed to sit while showering, is the shower area big enough to comfortably 
accommodate you and your seat or wheelie?  

 Yes     No     I don’t know

Is the entry into your shower at floor level, or is it raised up a few centimetres? 
 Floor level     Raised up
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How quickly does your shower floor drain? 
 Quickly     Slowly     Very slowly

Does your bathroom floor have any anti-slip properties? 
 Yes     No     I don’t know

Does your shower use a temperature controlled tap system? 
 Yes     No     I don’t know

Are your bathroom fittings strong enough to support a person’s body weight in the event 
of a fall or accident? 

 Yes     No     I don’t know

Kitchen
How many of your kitchen cupboard drawers are self-closing ? 

 None     Some     All

I/we can easily reach all food storage areas in the kitchen without needing a step stool 
 Yes     No     Only some areas

The oven sits below the countertop, with the hinges near our ankle height 
 Yes     No

The oven sits on a bench that is level with the hotplates 
 Yes     No

All cupboard handles are bow or D shaped; they are not round knobs 
 Yes     No
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The kitchen cupboard handles suit the use of four fingers 
 Very well     Well     Not so well

How many bench tops have rounded edges? 
  All     Some     A few     None

Light
We/I can control all lighting levels inside the house (including daylight) 

 Yes, all     Some     A few

We/I can increase our lighting when it’s needed to perform tasks 
 Yes     No

Our windows are opened by either 
 Pulling upwards     Sliding horizontally     Both methods      Other (please 

comment)

Power points are fitted  approx. waist high (60cm or 2ft approx.) above our floors for 
easy access: 

 All of them     Some of them     A few of them     None

Power points are also placed 50cm from the corners of each room for easy access? 
 All of them     Some of them     A few of them     None

Any other design issues to investigate? How about wheelchair space under kitchen 
benches/washbasins, easy to use/ access garden beds, setting shower taps away 
from the shower head, reliable control of hot water? Thank you for completing this 
questionnaire.

Later News
Some questionnaire results appear in ONECOTA magazine, August/September 2016, pp 10-11.

One key S.A. seniors’ organization, the Catalyst Foundation (www.catalystfoundation.com.au), 
(incl. Seniors Information Service) designed a questionnaire on universal design in housing 
(2016): see:

http://www.catalystfoundation.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Stay-longer-in-your-home-checklist.pdf
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